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MAY MAYHEM
Our thoughts are with Sandra as she grieves the death of her mother earlier in the month
Vale - Norma Moiler, a former member of wheels who died on 10th May. We will remember her
stories (nearly as tall as she was), friendly ways, bus washing days, and sumptuous birthday high
teas at daughter Leanne's home in Glen Forrest.
Birthdays in June: Many happy returns to Joyce, Margaret F. and Steph - enjoy your special day and may the
year ahead be a happy and healthy one for each of you.
Don’t forget the General Meeting at the Hilltop Grove Community Centre on Wednesday, 15 June - 2.30 for
3.00 pm - come early for tea/coffee, a bite to eat and get-together with other Spokes.
That blue feeling surprised some Spokes following their annual flu shot; Lyn Y. and Verna have been laid low;
David under the knife for a new hip; whilst Jenny and Lyndall pluckily carry on regardless. We wish you all well
in the days ahead.
Covid policy - In light of the changes to the WA Government's covid mandates, wheels' committee at its meeting
on 9 May rescinded wheels' covid policy.
wheels badges - you can buy a bright new wheels badge when travelling on the wheels' bus; they will also be
available at the general meeting on 15 June .. cost is cost price $11.00.
wheels wandered Tomato Lake, Kewdale - It was a cool, sunny autumn day as we headed down the hill, though had we followed
Google's advice we'd still be going round in circles and never enjoyed our wander round/over the water! Once a
swampy wetland; in the early 1900s it was farmed, from whence "Tomato Lake" got its name. In the 40s local
kids paddled canoes and caught gilgies; in the 50s the lake was filled with trout and an angling club was formed;
in the 70s local action groups and residents cleared an infestation of duck weed; in the 80s a major
redevelopment began, the lake was deepened and fountains installed to aerate the water. Later development
included construction of trails, a boardwalk and gazebo, seating, and children's playground, all of which were well
used on the morning
we visited. Some folk
ambled the full circuit
(1.6ks), others used
the boardwalk to take a
short cut across the
wetland. We didn't spy
any gilgies or trout,
though families of
ducks paddled about,
whilst the island was a
refuge for resting Ibis.
We "refuelled' with
brunch from the onsite
kiosk before heading
home.

Garrick Theatre - Three Tall Women was crafted by Virginian playwright, Edward Albee, who wrote plays
packed with turmoil and strong characters: his most famous being ‘Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?’ First staged
in the early 1990s, Three Tall Women was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 1994. It was a further quarter
of a century before it reached Broadway, where it won a prestigious Tony award.
The characters do not have names, indicative of Madam’s supercilious attitude to those around her. In her
bedroom a wealthy, powerful, and almost despotic 92-year-old woman (Kerry Goode) recalls the mistakes and
missed opportunities in her life. Her tolerant but cynical 52-year-old, live-in companion (Jenny Howard) study's
the old dear’s tricks humours her, and helps her cope with her ‘personal’ everyday life. A self-assured 26-yearold lawyer (Victoria Abbott) is called in to help with the massive backlog of paperwork. Thanks to the old lady’s
long-winded storytelling, she mainly listens, rarely getting a word in edgewise and thinking ‘I hope I never end up
like this!’.
In Act Two there's a marked change in the narrative. There's a mannequin in the old lady’s bed. The Boy (Kailem
Mollard), who does not speak, comes to sit next to the bed. The play had plenty of Albee’s black comedy, but
there were passages which caused discomfort as the play touched on the locked boxes that we all have but don’t
admit to.
Kerry was nearer the character’s age, so her superb performance in the first Act, in which she described one of
her failures in life, with a mild American accent, blew everyone away. Jennie and Victoria were first rate too, with
similar accents and terrific delivery. Their feelings of love, admiration and patience were mixed with anger and
even downright hate of the old lady at times. With Victoria as a young woman enjoying her life and Jennie in
middle age, the chemistry was amazing.. (Paraphrased from WA Theatre Reviews by "Gordon the Optom") This
was a special night of theatre
Darlington Chamber Concert the first concert for 2022 with Graeme Gilling, piano, Semra Lee-Smith, violin and
Jon Tooby, cello. We enjoyed a magical concert of Schumann and Brahms.
Robert Schumann (1810–1856) • Clara Schumann (1819–1896)
Following protracted court battles waged by Clara's father, Robert and Clara married in 1840. It has been said
that "their music is so profoundly connected that you really can’t separate the one from the other. From the very
beginning, they were deeply enmeshed, always listening and sharing, consulting and collaborating. It’s like all of
the music they produced carries both sets of genes, and that’s so beautiful.”
Clara Schuman, Piano Trio in G Minor Op.17 - Clara Schumann was first and foremost a superb pianist,
considered for many decades to be one of the finest in all of Europe, who sustained a successful performance
career for over sixty years. The Piano Trio in G minor, regarded as her greatest achievement, was written in
1846 when she was twenty-seven and pregnant with her fourth child. It is a finely crafted work that is easily
recognizable for its mid-century romantic style. The first movement sonata is polished, sturdy and resolute: the
inner movements introduce a lyrical warmth occasionally tinged with pathos. The andante is a very moving,
wistful romance. The finale demonstrates Schumann's finest handling of dramatic form with prominent
contrapuntal features: the entire work is characterized by expressive moderation; it skilfully embraces the
intimacy of the piano trio for an admirably balanced texture. (from various sources)
Robert Schumann, Adagio and Allegro Op. 70. First written for the French Horn and piano in 1849, the Adagio
and Allegro, originally called Romanze and Allegro, is a wonderful work marked by extreme mood changes and
intense dialogue between the cello and the piano. It represents Schumann in love-song mode. The tenderness
of the Adagio, followed by the ecstatic happiness of the Allegro, shows Schumann at his most romantic. And that
is as romantic as music can be. It is true chamber music. (from several sources)
Johannes Brahms, Violin Sonata in D Minor, Op. 108. This Sonata (1888) was Brahms’ last of three works for
the violin-piano duo and represents the composer at the height of his powers. Indeed, the composer’s methods
become an object lesson in Classic-Romantic musicality. It takes its listeners through a gamut of emotions storms, sunshine, tenderness, passion and mischievousness. The finale is kaleidoscopic in its changing moods,
which range from impetuosity to Hungarian pensiveness to chorale-like calm. (paraphrased from LA
Philharmonic website).
Afterwards we enjoyed 'high tea' on the verandah ... and helped the short-staffed ladies of St Cuthbert's Anglican
Church by washing up a mountain of dishes!
Toodyay - another mild autumn day; some paddocks were still a
golden brown, others glowing green, as we headed east for a visit
to Pelham Reserve at the 'top' end of Toodyay. We aborted the
idea of a walk to the old WWII bunker as the track looked rough
and stony, instead heading to the picnic area at the top of the hill,
where we enjoyed Sally's scones and a hot drink before making
the momentous decision to walk or sit and chat. Cheryl and Sally
were the most energetic, heading down to the original reservoir,
and reported it was steep and stony track. Martha, Rosemary
and Laurence took a very short wander and found a very old and
defunct water fountain, stopped to check out the names of the
moribund looking shrubs; whilst others stayed more or less 'put',
spending time reading the history boards and chatting. Down the
hill, and in town some headed to the river, others to the Christmas
Shop, others for an ice-cream, before rendezvousing at the newly
refurbished Victoria Hotel to enjoy lunch outside on the deck.
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Lunch at the Victoria Hotel

The old reservoir

Black Swan - from Gwyneth's pen - The second much anticipated play in the Black Swan season was Toast by
Liz Newell.
The usual suspects attended, minus Lyn Y, who would have enjoyed it immensely. It was rush hour and we felt
snug and smug watching the bumper-to-bumper traffic from the train windows as we travelled effortlessly into the
city.
The play was performed in the Underground at the State Theatre, intimate and spartan; chairs are not
comfortable, but lighting and sound are fine and it is warm.
Liz Newell is a Western Australian dramatist and Toast was first produced at the Blue Room five years ago,
tweaked a little I gather, but with, amazingly, the same cast and crew.
“Toast is a local story written by a fresh red-hot West Australian playwright. The team is a dynamic combination
of shiny, new talent and fabulous all-stars” Emily McClean, director.
And fabulous they all were, all women or trans, from director to stagehands, and the majority graduates of WAPA
or Curtin, each with impressive credentials. We were told before the show that one actor couldn’t perform
because of a broken arm and the cast had been switched around so they may have to use a script – not a bit of
it, barely a falter.
Set in the garage of their mother’s house, three sisters pack up after her death. Candice is trying to organise the
packing and clearing away without getting sentimental while also coming to terms with a failing marriage; Alex is
newly sober and battling her demons while Sydney, the adopted young sister, is trying to tell her best friend that
she is in love with her. Thrown into the mix is the very young real estate agent trying to pay off her credit cards.
Objects from Tupperware to a red toaster evoke memories and squabbles. In the final scene the sisters each
take an axe to the remaining furniture – cathartic.
The themes were family, grief and death. It was also about belonging, addiction, a coming out journey, adoption
and the complicated love and rivalry between sisters. It was both funny and sad. “A realistic family story” Annette.
We all loved it.

Classic Book Club readers met at Sally's to reflect on the book of the month "A Study in Scarlet". In 1887, a
young Arthur Conan Doyle published A Study in Scarlet, creating an international icon in the quick-witted sleuth
Sherlock Holmes. In this very first Holmes mystery, the detective introduces himself to Dr. John H. Watson with
the puzzling line “You have been in Afghanistan, I perceive,” and so begins Watson’s, and the world’s, fascination
with this enigmatic character. In A Study in Scarlet, Doyle presents two equally perplexing mysteries for Holmes
to solve. The first, a murder that takes place in the shadowy outskirts of London, in a locked room where the
haunting word Rache is written upon the wall in blood, the other a tale from the other side of the world, the
American West, narrating the story a man and young girl lost in the desert, their rescue by a horde of displaced
Mormons seeking their promised land, and years later, when the young girl had grown into a beautiful woman, by
a kidnapping. We wondered if we were reading two separate stories, but picking up the “scarlet thread of murder
running through the colourless skein of life,” Holmes demonstrated his uncanny knack for finding the truth,
tapping into powers of deduction that still captivate readers today. The motive for the crimes was essentially one
of lost love and revenge. (mostly from the preface to 2013 Penguin edition)
It was apt for the West Australian Ballet to open ALICE (in wonderland) during pre-election shenanigans since
Lewis Carroll is said to have written a political satire in his original book. It is said that the Mad Hatter represents
the then UK Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli, presiding over the never-ending tea party, and wasting time.
Satire or not this was a superlative production. Watching the inventiveness being created before us, it seemed
that all our childhood daydreams had come true.
ALICE (in wonderland) is inventively choreographed by the lauded, one-time American Ballet Director, Septime
Webre. It has been an outstanding success around the world.
The performance opens in a simple pale blue lit stage, which seems vast as Alice (diminutive Mayume Noguromi)
sits alone in a cream winged armchair; but from then on, when she’s down the rabbit hole, the kaleidoscopic
colours, the amazing (and rapid) set changes and mechanical devices are a wonder to behold, particularly the
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star-lit night-sky cradling a huge yellow moon, Tweedledum (Matej Perunicic) and Tweedledee (Adam Alzaim)
sailing through the air on their tandem, Alice growing and shrinking, and the gigantic pink flamingo.
The puppets were equally stunning, including the five-metre undulating Jabberwocky. The costumes were all
memorable, particularly the enormous shimmering wings of the newly emerged butterfly, the pink flamingo outfits,
and the riotous suits of The Mad Hatter and cohorts.
Rehearsal directors coaxed exemplary performances from the dancers who had to change in the blink of an eye
into disparate guises (doors, henchmen, daisies, roses, cards) and call on their best skills to handle the
demanding choreography. The baby flamingos brought the house down and were adorable as baby piglets too.
As Alice, Mayume sailed inexhaustibly through the trickiest intricacies with agility and grace. Her male
counterparts, Matthew Lehmann (The Mad Hatter,) Izaak Westhead (White Rabbit) Juan Carlos Osma (Dodo)
Oscar Valdes (Joker) all executed the male virtuoso ballet steps in grand style. Nikki Blain's sadistic Queen of
Hearts was magnetic, while Jack Whiter was suitably subdued as her downtrodden husband; thought he was
seductively cunning as the Cheshire Cat.
A superlative, inventive production danced with immense sophistication, skill, intensity and charm. (Adapted from
review in Limelight Magazine by Rita Clarke) Wow, a magic night.

Carmel Tea Rooms, Cosham Estate Winery: Autumn is perhaps the best time of the year to take the winding
roads through the hills to the Bickley Valley, leaves glinting gold to reddish brown, paddocks greening. The old
farmhouse converted to Cellar Door and Tea Rooms is perched on a hill overlooking vineyards and paddocks
and though chef said they 'weren't busy' there wasn't a spare table inside or out. "No separate billing" caught us
by surprise but was negotiated. The menu was small; scallops were 'off' the menu as stock at the markets wasn't
good enough. Everyone was able to find something to suit, though there were a few glitches with service, most
enjoyed their meal - some succumbing to the luscious looking cakes too. Unfortunately, not everyone
remembered what they'd ordered, and staff forgot to charge some items too, so the end was a bit fraught.
June’s challenge:
1st correct answer received by Rosemary
(email:greenbushes185@gmail.com,

letterbox: 1/3025 Jacoby St, MDG or text:
0409 929 454) will receive their activity
cost free for the following months
bookings.

Home movie - from Hazel's pen - A smaller
gathering than usual for the home movie at Sally and
Ray's home. The film this month was 'Late Night'
starring Emma Stone and Mindy Kaling, who was also
the co-producer. It is a feel good movie with
subversive commentary woven into it. It is an earnest
comedy too, with very sharp teeth. 'Late Night' has a
lot to say as represented by Kaling walking into a
writers' room of all white males, but also of diversity in
terms of class, gender and age.
After our discussion of the film we enjoyed a lunch of
fish and chips, accompanied with wine. Thanks once
again Ray and Sally for sharing your home.
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